Miami Field Office
11 June 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR: Headquarters

SUBJECT: Security Support - Project VENOM
#518 334  F SD/1

1. Enclosed herewith is a copy of a self-explanatory memorandum to Chief of Station, WH/Miami dated 11 June 1969, and one copy each of enclosures (a) and (b) mentioned in this memorandum.

2. The person referred to as "Frank" in the enclosed memorandum is understood to be the SUBJECT of Headquarters file #53 472.

3. Other than to accept any information volunteered in the future by Charles GOVEA and/or Francisco Wilfredo VARONA (Alonso), this office intends to take no action in this matter.

CHARLES W. KANE
Special Agent in Charge

CC: Hdq's File #53 472
Hdq's File on Francisco Wilfredo VARONA (Alonso)

Enclosures:
Memo to COS, WH/Miami dated 11 June 1969
w/encs. (a) and (b)